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It’s a decade since Image Reports 
embarked on what was to become 
an annual ‘state-of-the-sector’ 

and Ireland’s large-format digital 
print sector. An enormous amount 
has happened in the intervening 

involved during the period will 
recognise, but what has remained 
constant is the entrepreneurial spirit 
of those responsible for building 
what is one of the most vibrant 

wide-format digital print space - 

editorial comment. And, to put all 
that in global context, there’s also a 
data-based piece from Lightwords.

Lesley Simpson
Editor, Image Reports magazine
lesley.simpson@imagereportsmag.co.uk
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Widthwise 2017: 
ten years on

243 
PSPs from within the 

UK/Ireland and involved 

wide-format digital print 

provided the data for 

this tenth annual Widthwise Report, intended as a 

strategic business development tool for those involved 

in the sector. The information collected at the start 

of 2017 through a two-month long online/telephone 

Widthwise Survey can be found sectioned under 

business, technology and environmental headings 

within this publication – with graphs and analysis 

providing a detailed picture of the domestic digital 

inkjet print market. In this opening editorial, the key 

reference overview or starting point.

The spread of PSPs responding to the Widthwise 

geographical shape of the large-format market in the 

UK/Ireland, likewise in terms of size and turnover 

(graphs 3 and 4). As you will see, just over half of 

though 7.41% have more than 100.  41.98% turnover 

less than £250,000 per year, while over a tenth 

(11.93%) record more than £5m. The great thing, is 

of those from both ends of the spectrum, and of 

those in between.

In terms of how much wide-format print the 

respondents undertake in relation to the rest of their 

business activities (graph 5), 5.35% said it accounted 

for their total turnover. For 27.16% it was below 20% 

of the PSPs that took part said 

50.62% 

plan to add creative design services within 
the next year to meet customer demand

48.97%
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of turnover, but don’t expect things to stay like that for 

they expected wide-format to account for a larger 

proportion of their turnover in the next two years 

(graph 6) - only 4.53% expected it to drop. What’s 

more, a whopping 79.01% said they expected their 

large-format turnover to grow in 2017 (graph 9).

Could that focus on increasing large-format 

turnover have anything to do with the fact that 

41.15% saw an increase in large-format margin in 

2016, and slightly more than that (43.62%) having 

reported that wide-format margins were better 

than those in other parts of their business  

(graphs 7 and 8)?

Looking at markets, the ‘traditional’ areas of 

graphics and posters showed the largest number 

of participating respondents (graph 11) as you 

would expect, and areas like murals/wallpapers 

have climbed up the listing of where PSPs were 

(25.51%) involved in that type of work. 44.44% said 

they were undertaking window graphics and 30.04% 
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New TrueVIS INK
Vibrant, fast-drying inks 

in 500cc pouches 

with reusable holders.

New Cutter
Increased 
down force 
and accuracy.

3 Ink Configurations
Dual CMYK, 7 colour (CMYKLcLmLk), 
8 colour (CMYKLcLmLkWh).

4 New Printheads
Precision droplets in 3 
sizes and a wide print pass 
deliver high-quality output 
and efficient ink usage.

New Mobile Panel
Full remote control 
panel functionality 
from your existing 
smartphone or tablet.New LED Lighting

Illuminated print 
carriage and 
maintenance area.

New Powerful 
VersaWorks 
Dual RIP Software
Supports PostScript 
and PDF natively 
for improved file 
reproduction.

Advanced Contour 
Cutting Features
Include data sorting 
and perforated cut.

Discover the new TrueVIS VG Series, 

available in 64” and 54” models at 

rolanddg.co.uk or call 01275 335 540

THE FUTURE OF PRINT & CUT

VG Series printer /cutter
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textiles, while 15.64% said they handled soft signage, 

few said they were involved in garment (6.17%) or 

interiors (5.76%) markets. 

Asked which markets they would move their own 

business into over the next two years (graph 13) 

8.23% said they would get into soft signage, but it’s 

not looking like UK/Ireland PSPs are picking up on 

where still only 3.29% said they would hope to make 

inroads – or in textiles for the home/interiors, where 

4.53% said they would look to move. Other potential 

engineering showed low level interest too. And 

when it came to industrial speciality print under 1% 

(0.82%) said it was a target area.

There are plenty of reasons why the above may 

be the case -  and they’re explored later in this report 

- but it’s worth noting that business’ priority for the 

next year  remains growing turnover – placed top of 

optional categories (graph 14) by 74 (33.64%) of the 

243 respondents.  Entering new markets came way 

down the chart, with just 4.44% saying it was their 

number one priority.

What is really great is that half (50.62%) of the 

growth (graph 19). The downside is that 16.05% 

were more anxious about their business’s prospects 

than they were last year- the rest concerned but less 

so than in 2016.

The biggest concerns for PSPs in 2017 (graph 22) 

came out as the price of supplies (59.26%) followed 

by the impact of Brexit (51.85%). 

In terms of investment, nigh on a third (32.10%) 

of respondents said they expect to spend more on 

compared to 2016 (graph 27). Nearly the same again 

(30.86%) said spending levels would remain about the 

same, while 28.81% noted a zero spend in each period. 

When it comes to buying a new digital large-format 

expected to do so in the next two years – exactly the 

same percentage who said they wouldn’t be!

Asked if they thought their company would still 

be in large-format print in another 10 years’ times, 

the great majority (88.48%) said yes (graph 20) – and 

two thirds (68.72%) said they expected it to make up 

more of their turnover (graph 21). ●

expect large-format digital inkjet 
print it to make up more of their 
turnover in 10 years’ time

68.72%

said they expect to buy a new 
digital large-format printer in 

the next two years – exactly 
the same percentage who said 

they won’t be!

41.56%
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Those were the 
days my friends…

A
s this is the tenth publication of the 

Widthwise Report, it would be remiss not 

to look back at some the technological 

milestones of the last decade that helped 

to drive the wide-format print sector forwards.

The continuing migration from analogue to digital 

inkjet meant the period saw plenty of developments 

for those dipping their toes into the digital market 

looking to take their digital business to the next level.

- an outdoor durable ink technology that has an 

particularly among SMEs, and others followed suit, 

Indeed, the continued take-up in alternative 

technologies to solvent-based machines has 

been another key trend. That said, solvent-based 

technology remains popular, with safer and more 

environmentally-sound low-solvent and eco-solvent 

inks in particular continuing to gain traction.

Epson launched its UltraChrome GS inks, an 

eight-colour eco-solvent inkset, as well as its 

year the manufacturer moved on to its GS3 inkset, 

which features improved chemistry to decrease 

ink consumption.

UV inks, meanwhile, have also evolved and 

are now less brittle and therefore more suitable 

to-roll machines, which are also a lot faster and 

printing at higher quality than a decade ago due to 

improvements in printhead technology.

288m2/hr of sellable output and the 3.2m-wide 

2/hr in high-quality mode.

Inca Digital, meanwhile, continued to push forward 

back in 2007. A landmark machine for those working 

at the industrial end of the market, the original Onset 
2

2/hr.

power consumption and the environmental advantages 

With PSPs continually looking to save time and effort, 

print and cut machines also proved popular and Roland 

DG and Mimaki were at the forefront of this movement 

too, the former with its VersaCamm and subsequent 

TrueVis ranges, and the latter with its CJV series.

Digital textile printing has also seen substantial 

progression, with a variety of direct-to-textile and 

dye-sub printers coming onto the market from the 

has since also moved into the industrial textile space 

Going forwards, speed and quality look set to 

continue to increase, and this is being particularly 

UVgel, for example, is said to address the limitations 

of eco-solvent and latex technologies, while single-

pass inkjet printing caused a stir at Drupa last year 

corrugated board production.

With increasing automation and further 

industrialisation of print also tipped for the next few 

years, wide-format continues to be a sector where 

change and opportunity go hand-in-hand. ●

Richard Stuart-Turner looks at key changes in the technology 

used in the wide-format print sector over the last ten years.

An Image Reports publication

The tenth annual survey and report
on the state of the UK and Ireland’s wide-format print sector
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NEW MARKETS, NEW REVENUE

ADDED COLOURS, ADDED VALUE

COOL RUNNING, WITH STAMINA AND SPEED 

POWERED BY FUJIFILM INKJET TECHNOLOGY

For more information or to request a sample for either 
the Acuity LED 1600 II or the Acuity LED 3200 

LED 1600 II
Built with cost-effective, low energy LED UV 

curing technology, the Acuity LED 1600 II is 

designed to produce exceptional print results 

in the most environmentally friendly way
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PRINT FASTER

PRINT QUALITY MANAGEMENT ON THE GO

A HEAVY PRODUCTION MACHINE

With all the benefits of quality, reliability and efficiency of the smaller Acuity LED 1600 II, 

powered by the same industry leading Fujifilm Inkjet Technology and featuring the same 

high-quality Uvijet UV inks and efficient LED curing, the Acuity LED 3200R also offers a 

range of additional benefits to wide format printers

•  

•  

the printer
•  

•  
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Past, present and future

Leach 

A
ccording to Richard Leach, 

over the next ten years we’ll 

see “internationalisation 

become a much bigger thing 

as country boundaries become less of 

an issue.” He adds: ”We’re preparing to 

do more work overseas - in Europe and 

beyond - and also see to more work coming 

in from overseas.” 

As MD of an £11m turnover business 

that’s weathered many changes in its 

126-year-old history his expectation is 

no doubt worth due consideration, and 

when he says “our growth aspiration is for 

overseas work to account for about half 

of our turnover by 2027, a target we think 

is realistic because the brands want us to 

push against geographic boundaries and I 

think we’re pushing against a reasonably 

open door,’ it makes sense to take stock.

“About 25% of our workload currently 

goes overseas. Ten years ago it was less 

than 5%,” says Leach, who points out that 

the company has grown staff and turnover 

pretty much year-on-year over that period, 

following a move to its current Bradley site 

nearby Brighouse in 1991 as a photo-lab 

under his great-grandfather’s ownership 

has morphed into what he now describes 

as a “creative graphics solution provider” 

that delivers “graphic displays and display 

structures that transform brand and visitor 

environments” via it’s three arms: Leach 

Impact handling branded environments 

(retail); Inspire working across visitor 

attractions (museums, galleries etc); and 

Studio, being the creative design and 

interpretation arm. 

“The print market as a whole has 

become much more competitive over the 

last decade. Within it large-format has 

been one of the healthiest sectors, but it 

too has felt competitive forces, even while 

of volume and market opportunity. What 

has become apparent to us at Leach is 

that we need to stand out by producing 

something different and that will help 

us forge strong customer relationships. 

Our key customers bases are retail and 

visitors attractions/exhibitions and I think 

that’s where we’ll continue to concentrate 

going forward - but not just in terms of 

providing printed graphics. For some years 

now we’ve been working to ensure we can 

provide an impactful visual experience in 

a space, and we now have an innovations 

team pushing ahead with developing 

solutions that enable us to do that.” 

Leach‘s investment in technology has 

been around £500,000 a year for the last 

being on a Durst 512 in the summer of 

2016. “Our main investment now needs to 

be in people, who will push forward with 

product innovations,” adds Leach, pointing 

out that going forward more effort will be 

put into “developing Leach’s intellectual 

property and professionalising our R&D.”

The company doesn’t currently hold 

any patents, but that’s not to say it has 

been slacking on the development front 

- it has designed and built a mounting 

rig that allows it to install single piece 

bespoke printed wallcoverings up to 

5m high and at any length, made many 

inroads in illuminated lightbox technology, 

merchandise and exhibition display 

systems etc. 

Looking ahead Leach says “textile print 

ink, not dye-sub. We have the technology 

customers, and in terms of overseas work, 

it’s much easier and more economic to 

pack and transport!” ●

Here we look at three companies that have been involved in large-format 

digital print since the start of Widthwise a decade ago, looking at key impacts 

during that period, and expectations for the next ten years.
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Kingswood 

T
en years ago you would not have 

thought of Kingswood iOptus as 

a large-format printer. Even this 

time last year you might have 

been of the opinion that this was a company 

that - specialising in legal and commercial 

printing for London-based clients from its 

Clifton Street premises in Shoreditch - had 

little to do with large-format digital. To 

some extent that’s right, but the company, 

which was formed in 1995, has actually run 

large-format kit for many a year, though it 

was only last summer that it made more of a 

noise about the fact, when it formally set-up 

a large-format arm known as Kingswood 

Display at a new site in Swanley, Kent, and 

including a Kongsberg cutting table. 

The initial investment - of around 

£750,000 - in the new operation, is what 

really opened people’s eyes to the fact 

that Kingswood provided a large-format 

service - something it carried out on a 

relatively small scale in-house in Shoreditch 

as well as farming out up until then. But 

it was the appointment this February of 

various people from defunct-Clicks, most 

as Kingswood MD - that really focussed 

people’s attention on the company’s 

position within the wide-format space. 

There’s nothing like a competitor 

increase their turnover in your market to 

make you sit up and take notice. That’s 

couple of weeks in the new job, where 

he works hand in hand with Rob Long, 

previously Kingswood iOptus MD and 

now group MD. Their intention is to take 

the company’s overall turnover from 

£5m (for the year ending March 2017) to 

£7.5m in 12 months. At least £2m of that 

large-format arm Kingswood Display.

 “We have always provided a large-

a Roland machine and Summa cutters at 

the Clifton Street site, but in the summer 

of 2016 we made the decision to move 

Long. “Our central London location 

servicing local clients - especially those 

in the legal market who require a quick 

turnaround service. However, that market 

is a consolidated one so we need to look 

elsewhere for growth and in 2016 made 

a determined decision to diversify and 

broaden our reach in large-format where 

we see real opportunity.” Hence the 

Swanley investment, and Long’s eagerness 

to take on Rigglesford and other ex-Clicks 

people - like its former production director 

presented themselves.

“Alan knows the large-format industry 

in our decision making in that arena,” 

says Long, who eschews concerns in 

regards to Rigglesford’s past re. the Clicks 

administration. “The way he’s handled 

himself during all that only makes him 

more attractive!” enthuses Long.

Rigglesford, who is MD of the whole 

of Kingswood iOptus company, not just 

Kingswood Display, has brought in former 

colleague Leggett as chief operations 

director of the latter, where three former 

Clicks account handlers have also been 

recruited, along with former Clicks night 

manager Danny Horne, taking the number 

at the Swanley site to more than a dozen. 

But more expansion is planned.

“It’s all happening very fast,” says 

Rigglesford, who at the time of writing 

admitted that there was still free capacity 

within Kingswood Display. But he doesn’t 

expect that to be the case for long, and 

further investment is expected in the 

coming months. “We have been running 24 

hour working at Swanley since February 

2017, and ad hoc weekends,” he says, “and 

within 12-24 months we expect to have 

more kit and move to a bigger site.”

The lease is up on the Kingswood iOptus 

premises in London in 2018, and both Long 

and Rigglesford say how those negations 

go will have a major impact of what 

happens at Swanley. “We will probably 

want to make sure we have a presence 

in central London, but it may make sense 

to bring more of the production together 

in a bigger factory out in Kent,” says 

Rigglesford. “And of course, there’s a lot 

resting on what happens in terms of large-

format requirement too.”

According to Rigglesford Kingswood 

within the next 18-24 months, or invest in 

and soft-signage is very much on our radar 

too,” he says, adding “At the moment we 

sub it out but there’s a natural route to 

doing that over time.” 

So what’s the longer term plan? “We 

have no crystal ball, but we’re keeping 

a close eye on the direction of the 

large-format market,” Rigglesford says, 

pointing out that there is no real specific 

target sector in terms of its developing 

large-format customer base. “Existing 

Kingswood clients in the legal and 

banking sectors are asking for large-

format and that’s an easy sell,” he says. 

“We won’t do trade work, but we will do 

it for anyone else who asks us!“ ●
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Oasis 

C
asting my mind back ten years 

ago triggers very different 

images in my mind to what I 

see before me today.” So says 

Simon Osborne, MD of Oaasis Graphic.

One decade ago Oasis Graphic Co. 

was a third of its current size - just 10 

employees, one JV3 and a 1200 wide 

plotter. Exhibitions was the company’s 

focus market, accounting for 85% of its 

business. But as Osborne points out, “we 

realised we needed to have a hold in other 

markets too. We expanded into corporate 

interiors and have grown this side of our 

business ever since”. 

Osborne continues: “A decade ago the 

wide-format print industry was embracing 

UV printing in a big way. Direct-to-print 

meant reduction in costs and lead times 

halving. We jumped on board - responding 

to new technology was the only way 

to stay ahead of the game. Investing in 

technology has always been a priority for 

Oasis and we continue to prioritise it now. 

“Oasis has centered around organic 

growth and that remains part of our 

character today. Our experienced 

team in both production and project 

management have honed their skills 

over time and grown with the company. 

This leaves us with a workforce rich in 

expertise and knowledge. Whilst we have 

talent that has been with us from the 

beginning we also encourage new talent 

to begin their growth with us, such as our 

new apprentice.” 

Osborne says that when it merged with 

Mustard Solutions “there was an element 

of stepping away from our grass roots 

growth and making a steep jump to the 

next level, but the acquisition wasn’t any 

old acquisition. Former owner and MD of 

Mustard Solutions, Andy Hall, started life 

in the graphics industry at just 16 in the 

learning the ropes and built a successful 

company of his own, and now we have 

welcomed him and his team back in to the 

Oasis family, and so our heritage lives on!”  

When it comes to what the large-

format sector wlll look like in ten years, 

Osborne believes two areas will be at the 

forefront, adding: “I am happy to say we 

are responding to them both already. 

“Firstly, expectations are rising for 

of our clients are looking for full service 

providers where they can deal with one 

PM for all their needs and not have to 

look elsewhere for individual services. 

At the same time the demand for truly 

out of the box and creative solutions is 

rising. With crowded commercial market 

marketing and high expectations from 

employees; all of our clients across all 

of our services are asking for innovative 

solutions in order to stand out.  We have 

responded to this by creating an R&D 

department within Oasis. This team solely 

looks at new materials, testing their print 

quality and feasibility. 

“We have also recently overhauled 

our own brand. This has meant working 

with one of our newest employees - our 

brand and marketing strategist - to take 

Oasis back to its bare bones. We needed 

to understand fully who we are and 

where we want to be and develop a brand 

identity accordingly. Unsurprisingly, our 

vision (to create premium quality graphics 

whilst embracing new technology and 

material innovations) relies on the 

heritage of where we have come from, 

(knowledge and experience). 

“Secondly, I believe the pressure to be 

greener will be growing. Businesses are 

already being looked upon to reduce their 

carbon footprint wherever possible. There 

are ways in the print industry that we can 

be greener and we are working on this. I 

believe clients will factor in to their own 

CSR policies that they will outsource to 

green companies and therefore we have 

to respond accordingly. We have achieved 

our ISO accreditation for sustainability, 

which keeps us on our toes with regards to 

matters of a green nature.” 

Osborne ends: “We are very much 

looking forward to the next ten years. It 

is phenomenal to think that our business 

could diversify in the same way it has 

in the last ten years. I believe the true 

challenge for the future of Oasis is to be a 

leader in innovation and creativity, whilst 

maintaining our quality and customer 

service, which is paramount and always 

will be. ●
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Sign, Graphics and Display Companies Reap 

UK sales of the DYSS X5 and X7 models, 

apace in 2016 and now in 2017 across a variety of 
market sectors, including the Signs and Graphics 
industry.

Typically, high speed machines use rack and 
pinion drive systems and so will fall down on 
detail such as small radii; or they use belt drives 

allows it to excel in both areas. If you don’t want 
to compromise the X9 is the machine for you 

impressive package.

PRINT FINISHING, 
SIGN AND 
DISPLAY 

COMPANIES ARE 
DISCOVERING 

WHAT A 
DIFFERENCE A 
DYSS CUTTER 
CAN MAKE TO 

LEAD TIMES 
AND THE RANGE 

OF BESPOKE 
PRODUCTS IT 
IS POSSIBLE 
TO OFFER. 

ULTIMATELY 
ADDING TO THE 
BOTTOM LINE.

Eco Signs,

G4B

Signs Display,

Thames Graphics 

Thomas Dornan,

Windsor
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G4B

evolved its services and equipment and now 

in their process. 

by customers. We bought an OCE Arizona XT 

These materials brought greater challenges when 

THE DYSS X5-
1630C DIGITAL 

CUTTING TABLE 
FROM AG/

CAD WAS THE 
ONLY FEASIBLE 

OPTION FOR OUR 
BUSINESS

our business.”

and speed. This has already enabled us to 
win new business producing short-run boxes 
for customers. So, one route we will explore 
further as a business is cardboard engineering. 

help us explore this sector. KASEMAKE is like a 

built in resizable templates; it’s easy to use, it’s 



Advertorial
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When Malcolm Cairns was faced with the 
prospect of redundancy from his managerial 

from his garage with nothing more than a printer, 

as one of the UK’s few print specialists that can 

The Newcastle business has progressively 

printers to deliver growth, but the biggest step for 

processes rolls with speed and precision, the gantry 

with the machine bed. To retain perfect precision 
to within a tolerance of close to 1mm on lengthy 

reference points along the roll and then re-calibrate 

system AG/CAD supplied is the KASEMAKE CAD 

Illustrator which helps to streamline our pre-

that give the customer an opportunity to review 

advantage when we are bidding for new business. 
We are winning the majority of enquiries and this 

the same vendor that supplied its previous two 

As part of his research Managing Director, 
Mr John Charman, immediately recognised that 
the robust, high quality build of the DYSS was 

service were all also key factors in the decision.
With the fragrance and cosmetic industry 

representing over 40% of Creative Display’s 
business, a typical production run for this kind 

although runs sometimes exceed quantities of 
500. This relatively low production volume is 
ideally suited to a digital cutter as the lower 
quantities often make it financially restrictive 
to add the cost and delay of procuring cutting 
formes into the equation. As Mr Charman 

and this has to be added to the cost of the work 
we were producing. By using the DYSS, we 
have eliminated this expense and reduced costs 

the reliance on cutting formes has improved 
throughput and workflow, significantly reducing 
our lead-times.”

outsourcing upwards of 10 to 15 large-format 

of work in-house. Again, having this capability 
internally has streamlined this process and 

With reference to the quality of the work 

DYSS is built on an extremely strong base and 
the speed and precision is giving our business big 

improved creasing. This is down to its ability to 
generate higher pressure on the creasing tools, 

Call AG/CAD on 01606 863344 to arrange your 
demonstration and find out what a DYSS can do for 
your business.

SINCE TAKING 
DELIVERY OF 

BOTH MACHINES, 
SUPER-WIDE 
WORK HAS 

RAPIDLY GROWN 
TO ACCOUNT 

FOR 20% OF OUR 
BUSINESS, OUR 
SUBCONTRACT 

COSTS HAVE 
FALLEN AND 

WE ARE 
CONTINUALLY 
WINNING NEW 
CUSTOMERS

WE’VE ONLY HAD 
THE DYSS ON-

SITE FOR A FEW 
MONTHS, BUT 

IT HAS ALREADY 
MADE A HUGE 
DIFFERENCE. 

IT IS RUNNING 
16 HOURS A 
DAY, TAKING 

CAPACITY 
FROM OUR 

PROTOTYPYING 
AND 

PRODUCTION 
MACHINES 
AS WELL AS 

HANDLING THE 
LARGE FORMAT 

WORK



IPEX Design

Challenge Finalist
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Business is brisk

P
ost-truth” was the word of 2016, 

according to the makers of the Oxford 

English Dictionary - and they should 

know. They defined post-truth as 

situations in which “facts are less influential 

in shaping opinion than appeals to emotion 

and personal belief.” Anything that challenged 

emotions or beliefs was often dismissed  

as “fake news”.

There is no need to generate fake news about 

the health of the UK’s wide-format printing sector. 

Stats from this year’s poll indicate 

a buoyant wide-format sector 

confident about its long-term future, 

but with short-term worries.

Q10 If yes, how much do 
you expect it to grow?

1 – 5%

6 – 10%

11 – 20%

21%+

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

 Q6 Do you expect your wide-format
turnover ratio to change in the next 2 years?

Increase

Decrease

Remain the same

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

 Q7 How did your wide-format 
profit margins change in 2016?

Increased

Decreased

Remained the
same as 2015

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Q8 How do wide-format margins 
compare to other parts of your business?

Better

Worse

About the same

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Q9 Do you expect your wide-format
turnover to grow in 2017?

Yes

No

Not sure

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

“
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The facts - and the findings of the 2017 Widthwise 

survey - show that print service providers 

shrugged off a thoroughly dysfunctional year, in 

which Brexit and Donald Trump were merely the 

most dramatic in a series of wild card events - to 

remain quietly prosperous.

This feat is particularly impressive because 

the industry’s customers - major retailers, ad 

Billboard/outdoor 
advertising

Building hoards/wraps

Cardboard engineering

Exhibition and 
display graphics

Fine art/photography

Floor graphics

Furniture

General banners/
flags/signage

Industrial speciality 
(ceramics, metals etc)

Murals/Wallpaper

Packaging

Posters

Retail/POP/POS

Textile printing 
for banner/flags

Textile printing 
for garments

Textile printing for 
home/interiors

Transport graphics

Window graphics

Other

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Q11 What type of wide-format print 
are you currently involved in?

agencies, big brands, marketers - didn’t have a 

great time in 2016. The headline figures for the 

service sector showed that, at best, the rate 

of return on investment rose slightly last year, 

whereas the ROI for manufacturers worsened. 

The latest Widthwise findings suggested that the 

wide-format sector expanded faster than the UK 

economy, which grew by 2% in 2016.

Billboard/outdoor
advertising

Building hoards/wraps

Cardboard engineering

Exhibition and
 display graphics

Fine art/photography

Floor graphics

Furniture

General banners/
flags/signage

Industrial speciality
(ceramics, metals etc)

Murals/Wallpaper

Packaging

Posters

Retail/POP/POS

Textile printing
 for banner/flags

Textile printing
 for garments

Textile printing
for home/interiors

Transport graphics

Window graphics

Other

0% 10% 20%

Q12 Which of these is the fastest growing
within your  wide-format operation?
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Q13 Which of these wide-format markets
will you move into over the next 2 years?

Billboard/outdoor advertising

Building hoards/wraps

Cardboard engineering

Exhibition and display graphics

Fine art/photography

Floor graphics

Furniture

General banners/flags/signage

Industrial speciality
 (ceramics, metals etc)

Murals/Wallpaper

Packaging

Posters

Retail/POP/POS

Textile printing for banner/flags

Textile printing for garments

Textile printing for home/interiors

Transport graphics

Window graphics

Other

N/A

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

The good news is worth recapping: 41.15% of 

respondents said their margins had increased; 

50.62% felt confident about their business’s 

prospects; 79.01% expected wide-format sales to 

increase this year (and 23.32% of those expected 

that growth to be at least 11%) and three key 

sectors - exhibition and display graphics, general 

banners/flags/signage and transport graphics - 

look really promising.  

The optimism about these sectors is particularly 

encouraging because so many printers operate in 

signage; 58.02% in exhibition and display graphics 

and 36.63% in transport graphics. The other popular 

markets are posters (67.08%), window graphics 

(44.44%) and retail/POP/POS (39.51%).

The top priorities for 2017 came out as turnover 

growth (33.64%) and improving margins (20.00%). 

customers (14.22%), build overseas trade (13.91%) 

and strengthen their company’s brand (13.14%). The 

emphasis on overseas trade is intriguing - it has not 

been high on the industry’s agenda in previous surveys 

- and it is tempting to ask whether Brexit has had an 

impact. Could the UK’s forthcoming departure from 

the EU have awakened the industry’s entrepreneurial 

zeal for export? Or do print service providers think that 

it is easier - and better - to win business overseas?

Researching new markets and realigning 

branding are the changes PSPs are most likely 

to make in 2017. One in six said they plan to 

collaborate with suppliers to identify and sell new 

applications to new markets, while 13.99% said 

they will spend more time on R&D and developing 

new applications for print. 

Although some sceptics insist that it is hard 

for print service providers to make a return on 

investment by offering their own creative design 

services, this continues to be a popular strategy, 

with a whopping 48.97% of respondents planning 

to innovate in this area. The next most popular 

innovation - and on the agenda for 24.69% of those 

polled - is developing print installation services. 

These are two very different routes but the objective 

is the same: to help the PSP generate more value 

from each job and/or from each customer.

As good as this all sounds, wide-format printers 

do have some concerns. The great known unknown 

that is Brexit was cited as a worry for 51.8% of 

respondents, while 10.7% said they are anxious 

about the impact of Trump’s presidency. Yet the main 

concern has nothing to do with politics - 59.26% said 

their biggest problem is the price of supplies. 

This is of particular concern because 31.28% said 

they are worried about the price of printed products 
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Q14         What is your order of priorities 
for the next year? (graph indicates 
areas ranked top by respondents)

Grow turnover

Improve margins

Improve return on
 capital employed

Enter new markets

Find new customers

Build overseas trade

Invest in new
 technologies

Strengthen company
 image/brand/reputation

0 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

Q15 Do you plan to innovate/add services 
in any of the following areas within the 
next year to meet customer demand?

Campaign analytics

Creative design

Database hosting/
managing/cleansing

Integrated print/video

Marketing project management/
logistics and fulfilment

Personalisation/
Versioning/VDP

Print installation services

Print management/
outsourcing services

Website building/
content creation

Web-to-print

3D print/additiv
e manufacturing

None of the above

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Q16 Have you made any of the following
strategic changes within the last year?

Appoint a new business ‘tsar’/
business development manager

Attend seminars/research
 new markets

Buy in databases (for your
 own marketing purposes)

Involve in-house creative team
 more in project handling

Realign your branding/
company name/website image

Recruit people with particular
 new sector knowledge

Restructure/refocus
 sales/marketing teams

Spend more time on
 print application R&D

Work more closely with
 suppliers to identify/sell new
 applications to new markets

Research new markets

None of the above

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

and 30.74% said they believe price remained their 

customers’ top priority. Yet the survey also suggests 

that not all print buyers are primarily interested in 

cost per unit: 27.80% of printers said their clients are 

more focused on quality.

If you look at the markets served by the 

respondents, not much has changed since 2016 - 

and, with more than six out of ten not looking to 

move into new markets, there may not be much 

change in 2017 either. Outside the traditionally 

outdoor advertising (20.99%), building hoards and 

wallpaper (25.51%) and textile printing for banners/

again, other kinds of textile printing - for garments 

or homes and interiors - remain a minority interest, 

despite much hype in the industry about their 

enormous potential.

It may just be that, in good times, PSPs prefer 

to stick to what they know. This is perfectly 

understandable although there is an obvious risk 

that companies become complacent and miss out 

on opportunities for new business. In some cases, 

innovative print service providers do not set out to 
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Q17 Do you plan to make any of the
following strategic changes in 2017?

Appoint a new business ‘tsar’/
business development manager

Attend seminars/
research new markets

Buy in databases (for your
 own marketing purposes)

Involve in-house creative team
 more in project handling

Realign your branding/company
 name/website image

Recruit people with particular
 new sector knowledge

Restructure/refocus
 sales/marketing teams

Spend more time on
 print application R&D

Work more closely with
 suppliers to identify/sell new
 applications to new markets

Research new markets

None of the above

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

Q18 In 2017 do you plan to do any of the following

Sell the
business

Acquire anther
business

Enter a legal
joint venture

Develop new
partnerships

None of these

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Q19 How do you feel about 
your business’s prospects?

More anxious
than in 2016

Concerned but
less so than in 2016

Confident of
growth

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

diversify, they are just led by their customers into 

offering something different. 

In the business press, there is a lot of talk 

about disruptive innovation. As pioneered by 

Uber and Airbnb, this means start-ups using 

technology to break into new markets and gain 

a significant competitive edge over established 

industry players with a completely different kind 

of business model. Although ride-hailing app Uber 

has had some well-publicised troubles of late, it 

is still valued, on the US stock market, as worth 

more than such long established corporate titans 

as General Motors and Ford. So the question PSPs 

need to ask themselves - and it is easier to do this 

while business is reasonably good - is: what could 

disrupt my business? 

The worst case scenario is that asking the 

question leaves a company better prepared to 

defend its turf. The best case scenario is that it turns 

that disruption into an opportunity it can exploit 

before anyone else does.

One of the new management theories to emerge in 

2016 was the idea that it is more useful for business 

leaders to think of outcomes instead of markets. So, to 

take an obvious example, Apple’s technology means 

it could play in any number of markets - from music to 

smartphones and possibly cars. This even applies to 

more traditional companies. You could argue that Ford 

is no longer in the car business it is in the business of 

getting people from A to B. 

The rationale is that technology is reinventing 

so many industries that traditional demarcations 

are being abolished. This is truer in some markets 

than others but it could obviously apply to wide-

format print too. Web-to-print and increasingly 

intelligent software means it takes significantly 
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Q20 In 10 years - by 2027 - do you think
your company will still be involved in

 large-format digital inkjet print?

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Q21 Do you think it will make up a 
similar amount of your turnover?

More

Less

The same

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Q22 What are your biggest concerns 
for the business in 2017 and beyond?

State of the UK economy

State of the global economy

Impact of Brexit

Impact of Trump
 presidency in the US

Pricing of
 printed products

Price of supplies

New UK entrants to
 wide-format market

Foreign competition

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Q23          What do you think your clients’
 main priorities are? (graph indicates
 areas ranked top by respondents)

Price

Quality

Service

Speed of
turnaround

Latest
technology

Installation

Partnership/con
sultancy

0 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

less knowledge to launch a new digital print 

business than it did a few years ago. Indeed, 

some of the sector’s more dynamic businesses 

have been founded by people with no previous 

specialist experience. 

So companies making signage could ask themselves 

if they are really in the marketing business, while 

wallpaper printers could start thinking they are in the 

homes and interiors business. A broader perspective 

might open up new opportunities.

While it would be stretching matters to say that 

British wide-format printers have never had it so 

good, they are in a good place. Savour that fact 

because Brexit is only the most obvious of the many 

uncertainties PSPs face in the next few years.

As recently as three years ago, many leaders 

in the digital print business felt resigned to their 

fate, believing that it was their sad destiny to be 

brushed aside by the internet. The technological 

triumphalism of the ‘Dead Tree Media’ brigade has 

since proved to be “fake news” and the industry’s 

pessimistic mood has lifted. 

In many ways, the most ringing endorsement 

of wide-format print was the fact that 88.45% of 

respondents to this poll were convinced that they 

will be still in the same business ten years from now. 

Given all that has changed in the past decade - and 

that we are only at the beginning of the digital 

technology revolution - this is an emphatic vote of 

●
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Taking a wider view 

2016 
saw 

considerable 

change in 

the fortunes 

of many markets. Disruption is often cited as a 

primary reason for business success, but it can also 

be the main reason for failure, as well. So, when 

looking at the UK wide-format print market and 

its performance in 2016, we note that the many 

opportunities to change strategy and grow into a 

new market are certainly impacting many segments 

of our industry.

Firstly, let’s look at the data we are considering. 

Lightwords’ team of industry analysts is focused 

solely on digital imaging markets. We look at small-

format document printers, consumer printers, 

copiers and all-in-one printers, wide-format printers, 

commercial printers, production printers and, the 

media and marking materials they consume. We 

want to know as much as possible about the life 

cycle of each product - including how many, when, 

where and most importantly why they are bought. 

To do this we use primary and secondary research 

methodologies to collect data from a wide range of 

sources across the industry, worldwide. Those sources 

can be manufacturers, distributors, resellers, service 

providers and end users of all types of printers. 

For this project, we looked in detail at the 2016 

shipment data from a range of manufacturers, 

distributers, resellers and PSP’s in the UK. We 

supported this research with a series of one-to-

one interviews with executives from all parts 

of the industry. We took nothing at face value, 

challenging everything.

Worldwide, the wide-format printing market 

is still chasing the holy grail of the conversion of 

analogue production of printed display to digitally 

produced output. Interestingly, the industry has 

already converted over 50% of all production to 

digital. And it’s not just a story about screenprinting 

yielding to digital; it’s also about the evolution of 

better, faster and cheaper digital print. Innovation is 

everywhere in this market.  

In revenue terms, the UK market for wide-format 

measured in terms of sales to PSPs grew in value to 

just over £600m in 2016.  Let’s dig into the detail by 

ink technology.

We’ll start by looking at the Computer Aided 

Design (CAD) market. In the UK, the three primary 

vendors - HP, Canon and Epson - combined grew 

this market by around 3.3% in terms of unit 

shipments. Why the increase? Canon added many 

new innovative models, HP moved to add “rugged” 

printers capable of withstanding the harsh 

environments of the construction site and, Epson 

added support for thicker media used for displays 

in this market. 

But it was not just new product and features 

which brought in sales from the architectural, 

engineering and construction (AEC) markets. 

Here older hardware no longer meets the 

requirements of architects, designers and 

engineers who need to be connected and 

productive “in-the-field” and, it is this need for 

connectivity that continues to drive demand. 

Another sub segment of the CAD market is the 

graphical information systems (GIS) market. For the 

longest time, this segment was often overlooked 

and its printing needs considered irrelevant. 

However, as we move towards a data-driven and 

connected society directed by the Internet of 

Things (IoT), there is growing interest in geospatial 

analytics and mapping, especially where these 

applications exist within agriculture, natural 

resource, infrastructure, government and mining 

companies. In these environments large-format 

maps and charts are the common application. Geo 

marketing organisations can also be found taking 

an interest in large-format print, using mapped 

databases and analytics to solve logistics, HR and 

supply chain problems.

The aqueous graphics market in the UK saw 

some erosion of installations as units were either 

scrapped or replaced by a printer of another ink 

technology. However, the total number of wide-

In this article, Peter Mayhew, director of Lightwords, delves into the 2016 

shipment data it has collected from a range of manufacturers, distributers 

and resellers as well as PSPs.
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format installations of all ink technologies in the UK 

With sales of aqueous printers for CAD and 

textile applications growing while sales of printers 

for aqueous graphics are declining, we note that 

the mix of media consumed by this hardware is 

changing quickly. The core aqueous applications 

of portable and POS displays - which used to be 

aqueous strongholds for coated, photo and backlit 

media - lost market share as the market for aqueous 

inkjet compatible media grew overall by about 3m 

square metres.

Another interesting segment of the aqueous 

this market, absorbed 400,000m2 of wide-format 

sign of change soon. We note that there is still a role 

for aqueous printed media in décor applications, 

especially high quality photo output used for wall 

artwork, which shows growth. Also, the introduction 

by Epson of its new Surecolor printers featuring 

violet and HDX inks to achieve the widest colour 

gamut and maximum black density, during 2016, 

helped to stimulate demand. 

Aqueous based printers in our graphics market 

segment also includes the HP Pagewide products 

and, at the opposite extreme, the Durst WT250HS. 

installation of the new Durst Water Technology, 

three of these printers have been installed by Durst 

across Europe into short run POP/POS display, short 

run packaging and rapid prototyping applications. 

Meanwhile, HP Pagewide printer products, aimed 

primarily at a range of graphics and growing CAD 

markets, are enjoying a steady rate of growth in the UK.

of large graphics to communicate messages and 

Lightwords estimates that over two-thirds of in 

house reprographics departments in the UK now 

have some type of wide-format printing capability. 

The entry point for the in-house repro department 

is often an aqueous graphics printer bundled as 

multi-functional printers under a managed print and 

services contract, which often includes media and 

ink supplies.

There has been a considerable amount of noise 

in the market about printed textiles and the wide 

range of products available to meet the growing 

market demand.  Market growth in 2016 was not 

just driven by soft signage applications; new and 

to accommodate textile media stretched across 

a frame rather than a using an expensive backlit 

transparency. This approach saves shipping costs 

and reduces the heat in the box itself. We also saw 

media supply chain as printers producing fabrics 

for home furnishings and garments have begun to 

appear at distribution locations closer than ever 

before to end user customers. 

Textile printing grew substantially from 2015 

to 2016, hitting over 37m square metres. Not 

surprisingly, it was transfer media for textile 

production which saw the most growth in the UK 

market. Digital aqueous ink revenues are also 

interesting with a value in 2016 of over £60m -of 

which ink for digital textile printing applications is a 

When it comes to producing banners and 

printing onto self-adhesive media, there is a choice 

of ink technology available to the PSP. Eco and 

hard solvent, latex and UV curable inks will each 

produce a visually acceptable result for a wide 

range of applications. In this competitive landscape, 

we see ageing, hard solvent printers being 

decommissioned at an increasing rate and replaced 

by non-solvent technology. Those PSP’s “addicted” 

to solvent continue to buy the eco-solvent 

argument with Epson more than any other vendor 

enjoying growing success in the UK market. Over 

340 new solvent printers were installed in 2016 in 

the UK but, the number of installations is declining 

across the EMEA region, and the UK is experiencing 

a similar trend.

“ ”
The UK market for wide-format digital 
hardware, supplies and break-fix services 
measured in terms of sales to PSPs grew in 
value to just over £600m in 2016
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Conversely, interest in Latex technology is strong 

and growing. HP is clearly dominating the UK Latex 

ink market, especially as the company aggressively 

extends the model range. We also note successes 

for Ricoh with its version of the Mimaki, latex ink 

technology. Ricoh offers an interesting white ink in 

its new inkset which improves drying and increases 

print speed. When bundled with a wide range of 

copiers, MFP’s and commercial printers, Ricoh has a 

compelling offering for the commercial print service 

provider market. To further remove any doubt UK 

PSP’s may have about Latex ink technology, we note 

that worldwide over 320m square metres of media 

were printed by latex printers in 2016. Much of this 

output is destined for POS applications although 

into demanding outdoor and décor applications.

UK service providers seem to be buying UV 

curable printers at a similar pace to their Latex ink 

and entry prices fall. At the higher performance end 

of this market ROI calculations remain challenging 

but, we’re seeing overall installations churn and 

grow, especially where faster production speed or 

UK market absorbed over 250 new UV curable wide 

format printers ending the year with the number of 

installations remarkably similar to those for Latex 

ink hardware. 

No report on the UK would be complete without 

looking at the year on year performance of a 

selected range of key players in the UK wide-format 

market. It is interesting to note that many of the 

major suppliers in the UK wide-format market have 

achieved revenue growth over the full 12 months 

of trading. From a turnover perspective, our top 

ten players grew by a year on year average of 6.7%. 

in their businesses. 

The UK market for printers, media and ink not 

only met but exceeded our expectations for growth 

in 2016. While media sales contributed 60% of total 

suppliers’ revenue in this market, ink and hardware 

growth. Other revenue came from software and 

Our view is that if we combine all of these 

revenue sources we would have a number in the 

multiple of billions of UK pounds. We are not 

convinced that the UK wide-format market will 

cities, wide-format markets and applications can 

only absorb so much wide-format output but, we 

also do not expect see the UK market levelling out 

in 2017. ●

Company Accounting Year End Turnover (£’s) Accounting Year End Turnover (£’s) % Change

SPANDEX LIMITED 4/30/2015 £35,800,000 4/30/2016 £40,895,000 12.5%

ART SYSTEMS HOLDINGS LIMITED 12/31/2014 £30,481,829 12/31/2015 £30,717,845 0.8%

METAMARK (UK) LIMITED 3/31/2015 £23,948,278 3/31/2016 £26,053,474 8.1%

PAPERGRAPHICS LIMITED 12/31/2014 £16,601,250 12/31/2015 £17,525,472 5.3%

PERFECT COLOURS LIMITED 8/31/2014 £15,363,982 8/31/2015 £18,252,151 15.8%

LITHO SUPPLIES (UK) LIMITED 12/31/2014 £14,690,559 12/31/2015 £17,528,445 16.2%

STANFORD MARSH LIMITED 1/31/2015 £14,195,236 1/31/2016 £14,542,440 2.4%

CWE SOLUTIONS LTD 12/31/2014 £14,112,116 12/31/2015 £11,716,375 -20.4%

HYBRID SERVICES LIMITED 31/09/2014 £13,520,130 31/09/2015 £15,263,860 11.4%

ALLPRINT SUPPLIES LIMITED 12/31/2014 £11,049,297 12/31/2015 £13,058,867 15.4%

Selected UK wide-format market focused companies

                  14/15 Financial Year            15/16 Financial Year

©2017 Lightwords Ltd. www.lightwordsimaging.com
Source: www.gov.uk/government/organisations/companies-house
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Print & Cut vs Print-then-Cut – what’s best 
for your business?
As with any industry, when it comes to picking 
what’s best for you print business, it’s not a one-

wide-format print, it can be easy to be swayed by 

that makes your work, your business and your 

business needs are; and whether your purchase 

machinery from the outset is a great way to kick 

or more machines; at minimum, a printer and a 
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course, you can’t ignore the fact that space is an 

work on your hands then you can achieve in one 

describe the major advantage that print then cut 

machine to the process doesn’t add that much 
more work – and keeps your printer free for the 

it comes to making the right choices for what kind 

Call us on: 01275 335540
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Going for 
growth markets

About textiles 
In conversation with

Magnus Mighall, MD, RA Smart

There’s so much noise about the growth of digital print markets 

in areas like textiles and packaging. But are large-format PSPs 

paying any attention to what they’re hearing?
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Mighall 

the textile 
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For those PSPs taking that chance, is it going to 
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About packaging 
In conversation with 
Nick Kirby, group chief executive, 
Swanline

Swanline’s 

aren’t getting 

engineering
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KASEMAKE 11
AG/CAD Limited has been rolling out its latest release of 

WHAT CAN IT DO FOR YOUR BUSINESS?
With hundreds of built in resizable templates for the POS/POP 
display market as well as for boxes, document folders and wallets, 

BUILT IN PARAMETRIC STYLE LIBRARIES

KASELINX SCHEDULER

Tharstern systems for example can already communicate with 

In3D

ENHANCED DRAWING IMPORT TOOLS

cut paths to produce for them. This is where KASEMAKE 11 

Illustrator.

MULTIPLE REGISTRATION MARK CAPABILITY

POCKETING TOOLS

TRAINING AND SUPPORT

THE FUTURE

made up of many separate items. 
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●
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Unwilling to run the risk

W
ide-format print is driven by 
technology, but technology is 
not an end itself. If print service 
providers invest - and this year, 

according to the 2017 Widthwise survey, that is 

as simple as replacing a machine that is broken, 

transform the company either in size or in terms of 
the customers and markets it serves. For many, the 

that new capacity can be sold, belief that a new 

sudden availability of a long desired bit of kit at 

Many print service providers will have a 

to be revised, corrected or even discarded, is aligned 

grandiose - a road map to the high tech paradise of 

and networked - or more down to earth, a mapping 

format printer really needs is not necessarily hot 

the market for several years - and should also, 

technical resources are limited. For printers looking 
to diversify their business - which many are, albeit 
to wildly varying degrees - tried and trusted is a 
much safer bet than state of the art.

long established one-man sign shops, with a wide-

When it comes to technology and investment, never have 

the words ‘cautious optimism’ resounded so strongly.

Q24 When did your company buy
 its first wide-format digital printer?

In the last
year

1 – 3 years ago

3 – 5 years ago

6 - 9 years ago

10 years or
more

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Q25 What types of printer do you own

Wide-format
 digital only

Wide-format digital and
 narrow format digital

Wide-format digital and
 production digital

Wide-format
 digital and litho

Wide-format
 digital and screen

Wide-format
 digital and flexo

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%
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format roll-to-roll solvent printer and a laminator. At 

with a formidable army of machines, serving a 

variable data print and ambient fabric systems. 

of the work deters rivals. Others, such as Callprint, 
generate more value from customers by managing 

sold - and bought - as a commodity, and price is 
the determining factor. In recent years, commercial 

although this threat has not been as great as many 

A few businesses have used technology to give 

Q26 What type of wide-format 
equipment do you own?

Aqueous printer

Dye sublimation
 (non textile)

Finishing – contour cutter

Finishing – laminator

Finishing – specialist
 (eyelet maker etc)

Finishing – straight
 line cutter

Latex printer

Print and cut
 roll-fed printer

Solvent printer
 (inc. eco solvent)

Textile printer

UV curable
 flatbed printer

UV curable
 hybrid printer

UV curable
 roll-to-roll printer

Inkjet 3D object printer

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Q27 How are you expecting to invest 
in new equipment/products across your 
business in 2017 compared to 2016?

More

Less

About the same

Zero spend in
each period

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

Q28 Do you expect to buy a new digital
wide-format printer in the next 2 years?

Yes

No

Not sure

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

which has invented a process that outsources 
much of the hassle in print ordering back to the 
customer as it seeks to move to a low touch model 

possible.

approach to technology, as revealed by the 2017 
Widthwise survey, seems surprisingly uniform. 

kind of technology that suppliers are launching and 
making much noise about - as they encourage their 

and what printers own or say they are going to 
invest in. 

Unsurprisingly, the most commonly installed 
press in the UK wide-format print sector is, the 
survey suggests, a solvent printer - 55.14% of those 
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Q29 If yes, which type of 
digital wide-format printer
 do you expect to buy? 

Aqueous printer

Dye sublimation
 (non textile)

Latex printer

Print and cut
 roll-fed printer

Solvent printer
 (inc. eco solvent)

Textile printer

UV curable
 flatbed printer

UV curable
 hybrid printer

UV curable
 roll-to-roll printer

Other

0% 10% 20% 30%

Q30 Do you expect to invest 
in any of the following for wide-format

 in the next 2 years? 

Finishing
 – contour cutter

Finishing – laminator

Finishing – specialist
 (eyelet maker etc)

Finishing – straight
 line cutter

Software – design

Software – MIS

Software –
 versioning/VDP

Software – 
Web-to-print

Software - workflow

N/A

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Q31 In total, how much do you 
expect to invest in the wide-format 
technology over the next 2 years?

Less than
£20,000

£20,000 -
£74,999

£75,000 -
£149,999

£150,000 -
£249,999

£250,000+

Not planning
to invest

0% 10% 20% 30%

polled own one. Just over one in three own an 

curable roll-to-roll printer. A pioneering 2.47% have 

it will take to reach relevant customers beyond 

in eight say they will invest in a narrow-format 

Although business seems good and those 
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Q32 What is the rationale behind 
your planned investment technology?

To enhance
print quality

To improve
speed of output

To increase
capacity

To move into
new markets

To reduce unit
cost

Not planning
to invest

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

Q33 Do you expect to invest in a new
narrow format or production digital
printer/press in the next 2 years?

Yes

No

Not sure

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Q34 If yes, in total, how much do you expect
to invest the narrow format/production digital 
print processes over the next 2 years?

Less than
£20,000

£20,000 -
£74,999

£75,000 -
£149,999

£150,000 -
£249,999

£250,000+

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

survey is evenly split, with 41.56% of companies 
saying they plan to invest in a new wide-format 

indicate that they do not plan to invest in any area 

In comparison, 26.34% have budgeted to spend 
up to £20,000 and 25.10% plan to invest between 

invested heavily in the past few years and are now 

make capital investments plan to acquire design 

seems to have fallen down the investment agenda, 

the few, rather than the many. Web-to-print is a 

is stalling was reinforced by a recent global 

to-print seems an obvious development.
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Q36         Where would you like to see more 
innovation in wide-format? 
(graph indicates top ranking by respondents)

Equipment longevity

Higher speed

Lower running costs

Lower capital investment cost

Reliability/uptime

Improved print quality

Workflow

Colour management

In a particular technology/ink type

0 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

Q37 What is the biggest technological 
issue you face in wide-format?

Machine reliability

Equipment failing to meet
 expectation/published spec

Consumables (ink
 and media) reliability

Workflow issues

Colour management

No major technical issues

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

What PSPs say they want from suppliers is 

costs is the top priority for 25.55% of respondents, 
while 17.33% would like to see the cost of capital 

of ink and substrates was the biggest technological 

which many wide-format printers will gravitate, is 

anything, the 2017 Widthwise survey suggests that 

to diversify, invest and reinvent themselves - and 
●

Q35                From the list below, which 3 companies 
do you consider the most innovative? 
(graph indicates top ranking by respondents)

Agfa/Gandi

Canon/Oce

Durst

EFI/Vutek/Matan/Reggiani

Epson

Fujifilm/Screen/Inca

HP

Mimaki

Mutoh

OKO/Seiko

Roland

SwissQprint

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%
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Future gazing

Given that the Widthwise Survey polls large-format PSPs, this report naturally concentrates on data and input from that section of the industry, 
but what do the suppliers have to say about the future of the sector, especially in terms of technological development going forward? Printers 
and their development are oft covered, and the ‘Technology Findings’ in this issue again looks at those in some depth, so for this article we talked 

What key technical developments are anticipated in digital large-format? 

Richard Stuart-Turner asks suppliers for their thoughts

Inks
16.87% of Widthwise respondents cited consumables (ink and media) 

reliability as the biggest technological issue that they face today in wide-

format - an issue ranked higher than any other. However, there is constant 

progress and innovation happening in this area, which has continued to make 

up a large share of manufacturers’ R&D budgets over the last few years.

John de la Roche
National sales manager for sign and graphics, Hybrid Services

“UV inks have been developed quite a lot over the past few years 

by Mimaki and other companies and we’re seeing massive growth 

anything, the inks have had to be developed to make a good print 

“Two or three years ago there was only a small choice of UV 

these has been the development of a very good white, which 

is very important because without white you can’t print onto 

The other [key development] is clear, or varnish, which has been 

might see at burger bars, as well as prototyping for bottles where the 

“UV inks will develop again to give them a higher degree of 

them will also be developed as they have to go into some very 

Phil McMullin
Sales manager for pro-graphics, Epson UK

about half of that is on ink chemistry - both enhancing the inksets 

we’ve already got and trying to come up with new inksets that 

ink in our SurePress label printer and that ink could potentially be 

“What we’re also looking to achieve in our factories is not only 

performance out of any two cartridges, both in terms of reliability 

“Separately, since we introduced our latest generation 

again in eco-solvent and that’s reversed the trend that has been 
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Marc Hermans
Director of sales for EMEA, SAi

“There is a growing demand from customers for being made 

parties and this is something that we continue to work on with 

years and the technology has evolved a lot in the last year and 

be tomorrow, or the day after that, but it’s likely to happen and a 

software in our industry because people want to get away from 

Erik Peeters 
 

Agfa Graphics

make sure that you get a certain quality that you can deliver day 

of using standalone tools and building your own solution to get 

- there is some quite repetitive work out there and it’s easier to 

completely for sign and display yet - there are still things that we 

need to do and improve - but in terms of major development we 

Software
As one of the biggest expected investment areas over the next two years, 

it’s evident that more and more PSPs are starting to look at the ways that 

various types of software can help them in the day-to-day running of 

their business. 14.81% of those surveyed said they are expecting to invest 

in design software in the next two years (and 48.97% said they will be 

adding/increasing creative design services in the next year), followed by 
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Media
Choosing the right media can turn a run-of-the-mill print job 

into a great one, and increasingly the symbiosis of unusual 

media/print/application is providing opportunity for both PSPs 

and suppliers alike to stretch digital inkjet opportunities into 

particularly with the rise in digital textile printing, as well as for 

Tim Egerton
Sales manager, Soyang Europe

and that sort of thing developing and possibly also slightly more 

the sort of throughput these machines have, and are going to 

jumbo rolls of media so that they can put on a big roll instead of 

“Wallcoverings is another big growth area, as are window 

Chris Green
Head of channel sign and display, Antalis UK

format market and some of those want to be guided into it, thus 

technical applicators within the business so something that is 

who have been in the market all the time are now looking for 

innovative things to move them into new markets so we’ve seen a 

big drive towards wallpapers, wall graphics, and a lot of different 

to a market which is more domestic as well - it’s not just for 

an easy product to get your head around and there are so many 

we don’t want to just be ‘me too’, we want to offer something 

“With the rigid substrates, if anything more development has 
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Finishing

respondents said they are expecting to buy a laminator in the next 

two years while 7% are planning to invest in a contour cutter. And 

as one of the areas of large-format that could be most impacted 

David Smith 
Marketing communications manager,  

Vivid Laminating Technologies

technology continues to move on, whereas there’s not an 

awful lot more you can do with some of the other wide-format 

“We have a lot of end users that are one-man band signmakers 

with a workshop that includes a wide-format printer and a 

heavy so one of the things that people request from us is to make 

we’re currently working on and later this year we will introduce a 

much simpler way of being able to install the laminate and put it 

“Our biggest recent development is the fact that we’ve taken 

rollers, and put it into our Easymount to create the Easymount 

technology that knows how much pressure to put down and the 

Alex White 
Managing director, Blackman and White

little cost you’re quickly able to take on a much wider range of 

time for sampling to be able to automatically assign speed to the 

media and just to make the operator’s environment more simple 

the Rip so that some of that skill is taken away from the operator 

This makes it simpler for the operator to use the machine and 

companies can use a lower skilled person rather than having that 

“We haven’t seen a huge take-up of robotic solutions for pick 

and more into those sorts of applications, but it only makes sense 

●
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Divided and unconquered

B
usiness is talking a better game on the 

environment than it is actually delivering. 

That is the stark conclusion from the 

something had to be done about climate change has 

environmental regulation in this country once the 

can save them money), and many, like most of the 

disaster on their watch.

When it comes to environmental issues and the large-format digital 

print sector, opinions and actions are as divided as they can get.

Q38 How important is it to 
offer ‘green’ print options?

More important than
 2 years ago

Less important
 than 2 years ago

No shift – important

No shift - not important

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

Q39 Do clients ask for your 
environmental credentials or ask 
for your sustainability plans?

Most

Around 50/50

Few

None

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Q40 Do you have 
environmental accreditations?

Yes

No

Working on it

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%
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that clients may reduce or withdraw business because 

sustainability has drifted down the world’s agenda. For 

That said, Millennial consumers insist they are 

there and, although it’s hard to gauge how effective 

in the US, the drift away from sustainability will 

sustainability still matters. ●

Q41 Do you expect clients to reduce 
or withdraw business because print is
increasingly seen as environmentally
unfriendly in comparison to other options?

Yes

No

Don’t know

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Q42 What is your major 
environmental focus for 2017

‘Upsell’ end print solutions
 that are recyclable

Consider the environmental impact
 of your purchasing decisions

Hire an environmental consultant

Improve your in-house
 energy generation

 (install solar panels etc)

Measure/reduce your
 carbon footprint

Provide customers with
 a print/waste take-back/

recycle scheme

Reduce your
 energy consumption

Reduce/recycle your
 own in-house waste

Use papers from certified
 sources (FSC, PEFC etc)

Use recycled/recyclable materials

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%
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Listen up: 
John Thackara 
has a point

I
f wide-format print no longer existed, how 
would you stay in business? This is the kind 

with answering.

environmentally unsustainable?

The media message now is that sustainability is 

devours nature in the name of endless growth. This 

That sounds absurd but, as he points out, eight 
out of ten people on Earth already live that way. 

is untenable. 

in a month than our great-grandparents used in their 

●

When it comes to being environmentally 

conscientious the policy of “do less harm” 

needs to give way to one of “make things 

better” says this sustainability expert, 

author and designer.
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